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Cory Doctorow +++ (pre-) FOSDEM +++ 36C3 [3]

2020 is not just a new year, it is the dawn of a new decade. With more and more automated
systems run by software, a political representation of freedom is more needed than ever. Read
in our January Newsletter about why Cory Doctorow supports the FSFE financially and why
you should do so too. Read about our upcoming FOSDEM activities including our preFOSDEM meeting and reflections on our presence at the Chaos Communication Congress.
Also we have a new Software Freedom Podcast with Harald Welte and reports from our
community.

Report from the 36c3, about:freedom - about:fsfe [4]

At the end of December, FSFE was in Leipzig at the 36th Chaos Communication Congress.
As in previous years, we were present at the congress with lots of information material, talks
and workshops. FSFE was one of the main organisers of the cluster about:freedom, an
association of 12 civil society organisations and groups. Together with the other organisations,
we focused on digital rights and network policy issues.
In about:freedom, a broad political spectrum of topics could be covered due to the many
different focuses of the individual organisations and groups. At our booth we informed about

Free Software and presented individual campaigns of us. Together with the cluster
about:freedom, we organised 19 self-organised sessions during the 4 days. To only name a
few, the hand-on workshop ?Freedom to go? for a Google Independent Android Smartphone
by Erik Albers, the more general presentation "The Free Software 1x1: Clarifying the basics
and typical misunderstandings", "Computer says no": Worüber sollen Algorithmen entscheiden
dürfen by Chris Köver, Emergency VPN: Analyzing mobile network traffic to detect digital
threats and the talk by Christian Busse regarding Free Software in Science: "Free Software for
Open Science" were part of the sessions.

The story of my first job in Tech Industry [5]

The other day I was thinking about my first ever job in this industry as a junior software
engineer at the age of 20. I was doing okay with my studies at the Athens university of applied
sciences but I was working outside of this industry. I had to gain some working experience in
the field, so I made a decision to find part time work in a small software house. The
experience and lessons learned in those couple weeks are still with me till this day ? almost 20
years after!
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